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Turbulence variability at the equator in the central
Pacific at the beginning of the 1991-1993 E1 Nifio
R.-C. Lien,1 D. R. Caldwell,
• M. C. Gregg,1 and J. N. Moum•
Abstract. A 38-day, 5990-cast microstructure study on the equator performed
during the onset of the 1991-1993 E1 Nifio showsthe effect on small-scaleactivity
at 140øW of an equatorial Kelvin wave. By using two ships, data were taken
continuously from November 4 to December 12, 1991, near the National Oceanic
and AtmosphericAdministrationPacificMarine EnvironmentalLaboratory mooring
at 0øN, 140øW. The ships occupiedthe station sequentiallywith a 3.5-day overlap
for intercalibration. Variability in currents was observed on tidal periods, and

periodsof 4 days(presumablyequatoriallytrappedinternalgravitywaves),8 days
(causeunknown),20 days(tropicalinstabilitywaves),and longer(Kelvin waves).
Variation in water structure occurred most prominently on the timescale of Kelvin
waves. The diurnal cycletypical of that location was observed:nocturnal deepening
of the surfacemixed layer was accompaniedby a "deep cycle," bursts of turbulence
penetrating into the stratified region below the nighttime mixed layer. During the
observationalperiod, one Kelvin wave trough and one crest passedthrough the site.
Changesaccompanyingthe phase changein the Kelvin wave included a reversal
of the near-surfacecurrent, a deepeningof the thermocline, and a changeof water
mass. Changesin small-scaleactivity included a tenfold decreaseof the thermal
dissipation rate and a fourfold decreaseof the rate of heat transport downward
from the mixed layer. The nighttime mixed layer deepenedfrom 30 to 60 m. The
thicknessof the stratified region in which nocturnal turbulence bursts occurred,
the deep cycle region, thinned from 40 to 20 m becauseit was confinedbetween

the bottom of the nighttime mixed layer and the low-shearregion near the core of
the undercurrent. The decreasein downwardheat flux observedat this passageof
the downwellingKelvin wave front could explain the rapid sea surfacetemperature
(SST) increaseseenat E1 Nifio onsets. The magnitudeof the changein vertical
flux is similar to the magnitude of the changein horizontal advection. This process
would produce a warmer SST much more quickly than could the advection of warm
waters

eastward.

1. Introduction

[Chereskine! al., 1986; Took e! al., 1987; Peters e!
al., 1988, 1989; Mourn e! al., 1989]. At this time the

Becausesmall-scale mixing of momentum and heat
is crucially important to the dynamics of the equato-

rial currentsystem[Philanderand Pacanowski,1980],
a seriesof intensive microstructure expeditions was undertaken to the equatorial Pacific at 140øW in the
1980s. First, in November-December 1984, as part
of the TROPIC HEAT experiment, simultaneousmeasurementswere made by two groups on separate ships

strong diurnal variability of turbulencenear the equator
was discovered,along with the "deepcycle"of burstsof

turbulencethat occursnightly (whensurfaceforcingis
strongenough)betweenthe baseof the mixedlayerand
the coreof the EquatorialUndercurrent(EUC) [Mourn
and Caldwell,1985; Gregge! al., 1985].This deepcycle
may be related to intensified high-frequencyinternal-

waveactivity at the baseof the mixedlayer [McPhaden

and Peters, 1992; Mourn e! al., 1992a,b; Hebert et al.,
1992]. A secondset of cruisestook place in MarchApril of 1987[Peterse! al., 1991;Heberte! al., 1991a,b].
Then, surfaceforcing was lessintensethan in 1984, the
1Applied Physics Laboratory, University of Washington,
EUC was recoveringfrom an E1 Nifio event, winds were
Seattle.
light, and turbulence was lessintense.
2Collegeof Oceanicand AtmosphericSciences,OregonState

University, Corvallis.
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One hypothesisthat was tested on these cruiseswas
the idea that turbulence is much strongerwithin a fraction of a degreeof the equatorthan in surroundingwa-

ters [Crawfordand Osborn,1981].Testingthis hypothesiswas complicatedby strong temporal variability, especially diurnal, and by the ocean's responseto vari-
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ability in atmosphericconditions[Moum ½! al., 1986; obtained on these cruises, along with an attempt to
Peters e! al., 1989; Hebert e! al., 1991a]. It was con- connect the small-scale observations made on these and
cluded that turbulence is indeed enhanced,especiallyin
the thermocline, but in a wider region, a region comparable in meridional extent to the extent of the EUC.
Because of the complications, this result may not be

clearin individualtransects[Heberte! al., 1991a].
Another puzzle was added by a calculation showing
that vertical turbulent transport was not sufficient to

closethe zonalmomentumbudgetin 1984[Dillon e! al.,
1989]. Was the missingmomentumcarriedby internal

previous cruiseswith large-scaleinfluences.

2. Normal Background Conditions at
140øW

Seasonaland interannual variations of surface winds,
ocean temperatures, and currents on the equator at
140øW were documented by McPhaden and McCatry

waves?Is this processrelated to the deepmixing cycle? [1992]usingPacificMarine EnvironmentalLaboratory
from 1983
In 1987, turbulent transport was sufficient to closethe (PMEL) long-termmooringmeasurements

budget [Heberte! al., 1991b].Is the differencebetween
1984 and 1987 due to the fact that surfaceforcing was
much weaker

in 19877

Is it related

to the observation

that the deep mixing cycle was weak in 19877
In November-December 1991 the two groupsreturned to the site for the third time, as part of the "Tropi-

cal InstabilityWaveExperiment(TIWE)" to studythe
effects on turbulence and mixing of the 20- to 30-day
tropical instability waves seen in satellite measurements

to 1991. The surface wind stress is about 0.06 Pa in the

boreal winter and about 0.04 Pa in the borealspringand

summer. The seasurfacetemperature(SST) is about
25øC in the boreal winter and about 26øC in the boreal

summer. The dominant flows in the upper central equa-

torial Pacificare the SouthEquatorialCurrent (SEC)
andthe EquatorialUndercurrent(EUC). They areboth
seasonallymodulated, as well as being modulated in-

terannuallyby E1 Nifio-SouthernOscillation(ENSO)
events. The SEC flows westward in boreal winter but is

of seasurfacetemperature[Legeckis,1977],in currents
replaced by an eastward flowing surfacecurrent in bo[Halpern el al., 1988], and in numericalmodelsimulareal summer. The eastwardflowing EUC is strongerin
tions [Cox, 1980].
boreal summer. In November and December the normal
Tropical instability waves are believed to be gener- SEC flowswestwardat 0.2 rn s- • in the upper40 m and
ated by an instability in the meridional shear of the

the normal EUC flows eastward with a speed of about

equatorialcurrents[Philander, 1978]. They are usu- i m s-• with its coreat 120 rn depth.
ally strong in the northern hemisphere fall but tend

In years with no E1 Nifio, tropical instability waves
to diminish with the onset of an E1 Nifio [Halper• et superimposemeridional velocitiesmuch larger than the
al., 1988]. (The expeditionthat furnishedthe data de- mean on the current pattern. For example, although
scribed herein took place a year after the large-scale the 1983-1991 mean meridional current was less than
portion of the TIWE

was executed in the northern

hemispherefall of 1990.)

0.04 rn s- • southwardin the upper 50 m, superimposed
on it in 1990 were 20-day meridional current oscillations

In 1991, to maintain a station long enoughto observe greaterthan0.4 rn s-•.
two cycles of the tropical instability waves, two ships

were used, Wecoma(OregonState Universitygroup),
and Moana Wave (University of Washingtongroup). 3. Background Conditions at 140øW,
Each ship was on station at the equator at 140øW for
3 weeks, with a 3.5 day overlap period for intercalibra-

June

1990

to June

1992

In the boreal fall of 1990 the surface wind stress was
tions [Mourn et al., 1994]. Thus a 38-dayperiodwas
covered,from November4 (Julian day 308) to Decem- about 0.07 Pa, slightly strongerthan its climatological
ber 12 (day 346), 1991. It turned out that tropical mean (Plate 1). SST variedbetween25øCand 26øC.

instability waves, which had been strong as usual at
this time of year before our arrival at the equator, were
suppressedduring the observationalperiod, which was
coincident with the beginning of the E1 Nifio of 1991-

The SEC flowed westward in the upper 60 m, and the
EUC declined in strength from its summer intensity.
The meridional velocity showedsix cyclesof 20- to 30day tropical instability waves in the upper 100 m with

1993 [McPhaden,1993].

an amplitudeabout0.4 rn s-• (Plate1).

A seriesof Kelvin wavespropagated acrossthe Pacific

duringthe latter part of 1991[Kesslerel al., 1995].The
passageof one of the strongestKelvin wavesthroughthe
site decreased

the shear

and stratification

toward

the

latter part of the observationalperiod. These changes
in turn modified the small-scalephysics. Becausetropical instability waves were weak and the Kelvin wave
was strong, the observationsdescribedherein recorded
the responseof the upper ocean to the passageof a
Kelvin wave at the beginningof an E1 Nifio to a greater
extent than they recorded the ocean'sresponseto tropical instability waves. In this paper we presentthe data

In the spring and summer of 1991, wind stress,SST,
and currentsrepeated their normal non-ENSO seasonal
cycles;the wind stressdecreasedslightly,SST increased
to about 28øC, the SEC was replacedwith an eastward

flowing current, the EUC increasedits intensity, and
the tropical instability wave disappeared.
In the boreal fall of 1991, however, the normal nonENSO cycle did not continue. Although SST decreased
as usual until the middle of September, it then rapidly
increased from 25øC to 28øC. The SEC appeared between July and mid-September accompaniedby two cycles of tropical instability waves. But in September,
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Plate 1. (top to bottom) Long-termplotsof surfacewind stress,seasurfacetemperature(SST),
zonal currents with eastward velocitiespositive, and meridional currents with northward velocities
positive. Tropical instability wavesappear as vertical red markings which denote large northward

current.The periodof TropicalInstabilityWave Experiment(TIWE) small-scalemeasurements
is denoted by the yellow sections of the wind stress and SST. These data were taken by the

mooringmaintainedby the National Oceanicand AtmosphericAdministration(NOAA) Pacific
Marine EnvironmentalLaboratory (PMEL) at 0øN, 140øW [McPhaden,1993]. Currentswere
measuredwith an acousticDopplercurrentprofiler(ADCP).
surface current flowed eastward and the tropical instability waves were suppressedwhile the SST rose. The
eastward speed of the EUC dropped to less than 0.25

m s-z in December1991andin February1992.
Both

the

abnormal

SST

and the current

anomalies

4. Measurements

Wecomawas on station from November4-25 (days
308-329), Moana Wavefrom November21 to December
12 (days 325-346). A schematicdiagram(Figure 1)

wereassociated
with the 1991-1993E1Nifio [McPhaden,
1993]. During the E1 Nifio onset, four Kelvin waves,
identified by the depressionof 20øC isotherm depths,
crossedthe Pacific(Plate 2). The constant-phase
line
indicatesthat their originlay in the westernPacific(W.
S. Kessler,personalcommunication,1994). At 140øW

shows the platforms and measurements.
Measurementsfrom Wecomaincluded the following:

the 20øC isotherm depths increasedfrom 120 m to more
than 160 m during the passageof the secondand third
Kelvin waves. Our measurementsbegan in the trough
following the first wave and extended past the crest of

teorological measurementsfrom a suite of instruments
aboard ship, e.g., air temperature, humidity, short-

the second.(At the "crest"of a Kelvin wavethe ther-

lookingADCP hanging35 m belowthe ship. (5) High-

(1) Microstructuretemperature,conductivity,andshear
in the upper 200 m, using the profiler CHAMELEON.
(2) Current measurementsfrom a ship-mounted 153

kHz acousticDopplercurrentprofiler(ADCP). (3) Mewave, and long-waveradiation, SST, and winds. (4)
High-frequency current measurementsfrom a sideways-

mocline is depressedand wave currents flow eastward frequency temperature measurements recorded by two
thermistor chains, one hung from the bow and the
at the surface[Ramage,1986].)
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Plate 2. The depths of the 20øC isotherm acrossthe equatorial Pacific during the onset of the
1991 E1 Nifio. The thick solid curve on top of the contour representsthe zonal wind speed at.
165øE. The horizontal green box indicates the longitude and time of the TIWE measurements.

The tilted linesmark constantphaselinesof Kelvin waves.(Courtesyof W. Kessler)
other hung near the stern (M.D.

Levine and J. N. cessityof repairs and delayscausedby other operational
Moum, Detailed observations of an equatorial internaldifficulties, the resulting time seriesof profiles was an
wave packet, submitted to Joumal of Ph!/sicalOceanog- unevenly sampled one.
raphy,1995).
The turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate e was
Measurements
made from Moana Wave included the
estimated by the usual method of sensingsmall-scale
following:(1) Microstructuretemperature,conductiv- shearsfrom the freely falling profilers. Becauseof the
ity, and shear in the upper 200 m, using the Advanced importance of this quantity, a careful comparison of e
MicrostructureProfiler (AMP). (2) Current measure- estimated by the two groupsduring the 3.5-day overlap

mentsfrom a ship-mounted153 kHz ADCP. (3) Me-

period(November21-25, days325-329)wasconducted.

teorological measurementsfrom a suite of instruments
mounted on a special tower constructed on the bow,
e.g., air temperature, humidity, short-wave,and longwave radiation, SST from a tube floating on the ocean
surface, wind, and precipitation. Also, atmospheric

It revealed no systematic bias between the measurement systems, although short-term differencescaused
by the natural spatial variability of the ocean did ap-

profilingwasperformed[Chertocket al., 1993].

limited to the regionabovethe EUC core(about 120m)

pear [Mournet al., 1995].
During earlier experiments at this site, profiling was

To provide a context of longer-term measurements, because cable drag in the strongly sheared currents
the ships stayed near the long-term National Oceanic sloweddescentand causedstrongvibrations[Peters et
andAtmosphericAdministration(NOAA) PMEL moor- al., 1988]. During TIWE, two modifiedAMP profilers
ing at the site. The mean distance from the buoy to were used which easily penetrated below the EUC core.
Wecoma was 3 km; to Moana Wave, 3.6 km. The maxInstrumental noise due to the vibration of the profilers'
imum distance from the buoy to Wecomawas 10 km; hulls was moved out of the signal band. Modification of
to Moana Wave, 8.4 km. Besidesits normal long-term CHAMELEON allowed it also to profile usefully below
measuringcapability, the mooring was outfitted with a the core.
The ADCP measurementswere describedin detail by
fast respondingthermistor string.
A total of 3918 CHAMELEON
casts and 2072 AMP
Lien et al. [1994]. The vertical resolutionfor velocity
casts was made. Rather than attempt to maintain a was approximately 7 m for Wecomameasurements and
fixed schedulefor casts, the maximum amount of data approximately 4 m for Moana Wave. The resolutions
was obtained by releasingthe instruments to descend for shear were 14 m and 8 m, respectively.
From Wecoma,surface fluxes were estimated by bulk
again immediately after each recoveryas long as they
wereworkingsatisfactorily.(This procedureis saferfor formulas. From Moana Wave, surface wind stress and
the instruments than holding them near the surfaceor latent and sensible heat fluxes were estimated by one
bringingthem on deck.) Becauseof the occasional
ne- of three methods, the covariance method, the inertial
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Equator 140øW
PMEL mooring

Wecoma

Moana Wave

Cha• cleon

I--- CM (u, v)

T',C'

3zT'

3zU',3zT'

MTR (T)

Figure 1. TIWE experiment
andmeasurements.
OregonStateUniversity(OSU) measurements
were taken from R/V Wecoma,and Universityof Washingtonmeasurements
were taken from
R/V Moana Wave. The currentmetersand MTRs are part of the NOAA/PMEL long-term
mooring.

dissipationmethod, and bulk formulas. At times when
all three methods produced good data, the median of
the three estimates

was used.

wind stress,0.07 Pa, was comparableto the monthly
mean at this location and season. Spectra of the wind
stressand its componentsshoweddominantvarianceat

frequencies
smallerthan 0.01 cph (not shown). Variability in the zonal componentwas about three times
microstructurecastswithin 1/2 hour of eachhour were greaterthan variability in the meridionalcomponent.
averaged. For only 41 hours out of a total of 915 hours There was no significantdiurnal variationof the wind
were there no casts available. Individual profiles were stress. At night the surfacebuoyancyflux was domiTo simplify some of the analysis, data were grouped
by hours and averaged. For example, the data from all

usedin calculationsfor which error might be introduced
by the hourly averagingprocess,the calculationof heat
flux out of the mixed layer, for example.

5. Surface Forcing and Large-Scale

Ocean Conditions, November/December
1991

5.1. Atmospheric
Microstructure

Conditions During the
Station

Both air and sea surfacewere warmer by 2øC than cli-

nated by the latent heat flux.
5.2.

Currents

and

Shear

During the experiment,both the SEC and the EUC
showedsignificantvariations(Plate 3). BetweenNovember4 and 16 (days308-320) the EUC flowedat 0.8

m s-1, lessthan its climatological
mean(1.0 m
Its corewas at 120 m depth. The speedof the SEC was
similar to its climatologicalmean. The EUC accelerated to more than 1 m s-1 between November 24 and

December4 (days328-338),and the westwardflowing
SEC disappeared.BetweenDecember5 and 11 (days
339-345)the EUC corebecameverticallydiffuseand

matologicalmeans,with diurnal variationsof 0.5øC in
the air and 0.3øCin SST (Figure2). The windremained the -1surface current flowed eastward at a speed of 0.4
.
southeasterly and easterly throughout. The average ms
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the meridional component of shear was less than 0.01
s-t. Above the EUC core the total vertical shear was

greaterthan 0.02 s-t duringthe period November4
(day 308) to December1 (day 335), but it decreased
by
a factor

5.3.

of about

2 after

Manifestation

December

of the

Several characteristics

Kelvin

of a Kelvin

1.

Wave

at 140øW

wave can be used

in its identification. Its "crest" can be identified by the
maximum depression of the thermocline and a maximum in its eastward zonal currents, which can cause

eastwardcurrentsat the surfaceERamage,1986]. Its
trough can be identified by a maximum in the near-

surfacewestwardcurrent. (At its cresta Kelvin wave
reducesthe vertical shear in the upper layer, by superposing its positive shear on the negative shear of the

EUC.)
310

315

320

325

330

335

340

345

Year Day
, ! ....
Nov 6

i ....
11

i , , , , i ....
16
21

I ....
26

i , , , , i ....
Dec 1
6

! , ,
11

At the start of our observation period the Kelvin
wave was in i•s "trough" phase at 140øW. The zonal

flowin the upper(20-60 m depth)oceanwaswestward,
the thermocline lay at 120 m depth, and a relatively

low-salinity(35.0) watermassoccupiedthe site (Figure
4). During the following30 daysthe 20- to 60-m zonal

Figure 2. Meteorological
measurements
duringthe period of small-scalemeasurements.(top) Air tempera- current first turned eastward, then accelerated until it
ture (not availablebetweendays310 and 324 because reachedits eastwardmaximumof 0.6 m s-1 on day338.
of a sensormalfunction) and "sea surface" tempera- The thermocline(markedby the 24øCisotherm)deep-

ture (SST). Fromday 308 to day 328the seasurface ened throughout this period, especially rapidly from
temperature

measurements were taken at about i m

day 332 to day 338. This sequenceof events is con-

depth (from the Wecoma),whereasfor the remainder sisten•with the nature of Kelvin waves[Johnsonand
of the period the sea surface measurementswere taken McPhad½n,1993]. On day 340 a differentwater mass
by a sensorfloatingon the seasurface(fromthe Moana arrived which by day 343 on the 22.77 e• surface had
Wave). (middle)Wind stress.(bottom)Total buoy- a salinity of 35.3, an increaseof 0.3 in 3 days (Figure
ancy flux, including short-waveand long-waveradia4). The cres•(days338-339) is identifiedon Figure4.
tion and latent and sensible heat fluxes. Times of local
darknessare indicatedby the solidstripeson the plots. The •rough is no• as well defined, but probably passed
near day 313, when •he westward current in 20- to 60-m
depths reached its maximum.

The most prominent peak in meridional velocity spec-

tra had a 4-day period(Figure3). Four-dayoscillations
might be related to the equatorially trapped inertial

5.4. Temperature,

Salinity, and Density

In November-December 1991, SST was warmer

gravity wavesfirst identifiedin sealevelrecords[Wun- (27øC)than its usualwintervalue(25øC).BetweenDesch and Gill, 1976]. In the upper layer the spectral cember5 and 12 (days339 and 346) the averagetemlevel of the meridional velocity at 20-day period may
be related to tropical instability waves. The 4-day and

perature in the upper 100 m increasedagain, by 0.5øC

20-day waveshave rms amplitudesof 0.1 to 0.2 m s-t.

wave bringing a differen• water mass into the region.

(Plate 5). This warmingwaslikelycausedby the Kelvin

Peaks seen at periods of 20, 8, and 4 days in the upper The •hermocline depth increased from 120 to 180 m.
layer zonal velocities are not significant. Both compoThe saliniW had a complicated temporal and vernents show significant peaks at diurnal and semidiurnal tical structure. High-salinity layers seemed to move
frequencies. The rms amplitudes for diurnal and semid- vertically with the thermocline and the EUC core as

iurnaltidesare 0.03-0.04m s- t at all depths.Isotherms before [Chereskinet al., 1986]. A tongue of salinity
and isopycnalswere displacedsemidiurnally by 10-20 m greaterthan 35.5 appearedoccasionally
(Plate 5), pos(Plate 5).
sibly by meridional advection of a high-salinity tongue
The vertical shear was dominated by its zonal com- typicallylocatedsouthof the equator[Wyrtki and Kiloponent,exceptnear the EUC core(Plate 4). The aver- nsky,1984].

ageshearin the zonalcurrentwasabout0.02s-t (log

The density field displayed features similar to those

(shear)=-1.7) abovethe EUC corebetweenNovember of the temperature field. The pycnoclinedeepenedfrom
4 (day308) and Decemberi (day335),but it decreased 120 m beforeNovember27 (day 331) to about 180 m
to lessthan0.01s-t (log(shear)= -2) afterthat. The after December4 (day 338). The EUC core seemed
depth of the strongest vertical shear fluctuated in unison with the depth of the core of the EUC. Typically,

to follow the 23.50 isopycnal surface until the core be-

cametoo diffusefor its identification.(In November-
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in the meridional
current. (bottom) Total shear-squared.
The white linesrepresentdaily meansof the depth of
the undercurrent

core.

Trough

December 1984 the core followed the 25.25 isopycnal

Crest

surface[Chereskinet al., 1986]. In April 1987the core

i

of the undercurrent followed the 24.0 isopycnal for several days and then switched to the 25.5 isopycnalfor 10

.........

• o.....................
i ......................................
'•"-'""•'::"••-••••----------•-------------.--,--•.•------•----,••i
•-'-"-----'-•'""
days[Peterset aL, 1991].)
5.5. Surface Mixed-Layer

Depth

FollowingPeterset al. [1988]andMournet al. [1989],
we define the surface mixed-layer depth to be the depth
at which the density exceedsits surface value by 0.01

kg m-3. By this definitionthe daytimemixed-layer
depthrangedfrom 7 to 20 m (Plate 6). The nighttime
mixed-layer depth varied between 15 and 40 m before

November27 (day 331) and then becamedeeperthan
60 m after November28 (day 332).
348

......
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335
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''
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Year Day
J_, I ....
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26
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Figure 4. Manifestationsof the Kelvin wave. Daily av-

eragesof (top) zonal currentaveragedfrom 20 to 60 m
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Plate 5. Contoursor (top) temperature,(middle)salinity,and(bottom)•r0duringthe measurement period. The solidblack line in the temperatureplot representsthe 27.5øC isotherm.
5.6. Stratification,

Shear, and Richardson

Number

variation in the 10-25 m Ri." In the present data, at
depths of 20-28 m, for example, where the mixed layer is

Within the depth of penetrationof the nighttimesur-

presentfor a considerable
portion of the time (Figure 5,
top), the morningsolarwarmingincreasesN beforethe

face mixed layer, both shear and stratification varied

shear is restored, a tendency that is most easily seen on

diurnally(Plate 6 and Figure 5). As the mixed layer days 335-347 (Figure 5). Beforethat time the nightdeepenedin the nighttime, shear and stratification decreasedas the water was mixed. When the nighttime
convection ceased at daybreak, the water was restratified by solar heating and, perhaps, upwellingof the
background stratification and lateral advection. The
shear is restored, presumablyby the large-scalepressure gradient and the wind stress.
Does the Richardson

number show a diurnal variation

also? In 1984 it appeared not to, at least in the 10- to

25-m depth range[Chereskinet al., 1986]. In their ob-

time mixed layer did not consistently penetrate past
28 m, so ADCP shear measurements are not available.
In the depth range 20-28 m the diurnal cycle in both
N and shear can be seen easily. The shaded area indicates stability in the sensethat the Richardson number
is greater than one fourth. When the shading is missing, the Richardson number is one fourth or smaller and
turbulence is to be expected. Periods of stability occur
in the morning at 20-28 m becausethe shear is slower
to re-establishitself after the nighttime mixing than the

This situation holds to 44 m. Below 44 m
servations,the buoyancy frequency N and shear varied stratification.
diurnally in phase so that their ratio, the Richardson the diurnal cycle is indistinct and the morning periods
number, remained constant. Peters et al. [1989, p. of stability are not seen.
18,007],addressing
observations
made at the sametime
In terms of the Richardson number, the above conconcludedthat "contraryto Chereskinet al. [1986], clusions mean that in the present data Ri varied diurwe found a clear, althoughnot entirely regular, diurnal nally at depths reached by the nighttime mixed layer.
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Plate 6. Contours
of (top) N 2 derivedfrommicrostructure
instruments,
(middle)shear-squared
fromthe ships'ADCPs,and(bottom)Richardson
numbercalculated
fromthesevaluesfor N 2
and shear-squared. The solid black lines represent the mixed-layer depth, defined as the depth
at which rr0 exceeds its surface value by 0.01.

It seems that different processesare responsiblefor the
restoration of the shear than those responsiblefor the

ducedvaluesof c greaterthan 10-7 W kg-1, whereas
in the daytime,e did not exceed10-8 W kg-1 in the

restratification.

restratified water. The one exception occurred on day
329, which had the deepest daytime mixed layer and a
daytime mixed-layer e that remained as strong all day
as it had been the previous night. This lossof diurnal
weakens(Figure5). Below80 m the flowis stablenearly variation was probably caused by the combination of a
all of the time in this period. The effect of the Kelvin weak wind at night and a strong wind during the day.
wave on the stability is easily seen at 80 m depth where
Immediately below the nighttime mixed layer the
the water was mostly unstable before day 340 and stable shear was large enough to reduce the Richardson numafterward. The effect of the Kelvin wave in decreasing ber below 1/4 most of the time (Plate 6). At night,
the shear had more effect on the Richardson
number
bursts of turbulence penetrated through this region bethan the decrease in N in the new water mass.
low even the nighttime mixed layer, sometimesas deep

On days 336-346 the water in the deep cycle depth
range is almost alwaysunstable, althoughsomeperiods
of stability are seen at the end of the period as the shear

as90 m (Figure6). This deepcycleturbulencewasseen

6. Turbulence and Mixing
Measurements of c showed large diurnal variations
in the upper 100 m, not only within the mixed layer,

but alsoin the stratifiedwater below(Plate 7). Within
the surface mixed layer, vigorous mixing at night pro-

most often in bursts of 2-4 hours duration. Dissipation
in this stratified layer was sometimesstronger than it
was in the mixed layer and often persisted past daybreak. These bursts of turbulence are very similar to

thosefirst found in 1984 in this location[Gregget al.,
1985;Mourn and Caldwell,1985].
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The coefficient of correlation between nighttime
mixed-layer depth and deep cyclepenetration depth was

0.6 (95% confidence
level 0.3). However,the deepcycle depth did not increaseas much as the mixed-layer
depth, so on nights with deep mixed layers the deep
cycle range was thinner becausethe deep cycle is restricted to the high-shear region above the EUC core.

8o

, . ',

,:.',

,

Detailed

examination

of e in each of the different

ver-

tical regimes(Figure7) showsthe diurnalvariationand
the penetration of mixing into the stratified water. In
the part of the mixed layer below 15 m depth, vertically

10-3

averagedestimatesof e (Figure7a) are largeat night,
average
valuesabove10-• W kg-1 beingquitecommon.
(Daytime estimatesof e in this regionare mostly not

-
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ß

available because the mixed layer retreated above 15 m

most days.) The solidline in Figure 7a representsval-
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at various depths. In the top panel the mixed-layer

depth(Art0 = 0.01) is shown.WhenN • exceeds
1/4
shear-squared,the region between the two is shaded to
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Figure 5. Time seriesof N (solidlines)superimposed
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(solid circles)on a logarithmicscale
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Plate 7. Contours of logarithms of the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate e. Above the
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indicated by the black line on the contour plot. The depth above which the Richardson number
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Strongthermaldissipation
ratesX of about10-* øC2

s-• werefoundmostlyin thefollowing
threeplaces:
(1)
in the thermocline,(2) nearthe baseof the mixedlayer,
and (3) in the deepcycle. The diurnal variationof X
was not as strong as the diurnal cycle of s. Events of
strong thermal dissipationoften accompanieda strong
deep cycle.

The Cox number,3((dT'/dz):•)/(idT/dz)):•, closely
related to the eddy diffusivity for heat by the Osborn-

Cox relationKn = n x Cox number(n is the molecular

10•[
f

180

200
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335
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.

345

Year Day

Nov6 11

;6

21

26 Dec1 6

1'1

Figure 6. Daily averaged depths of mixed layer
(dashedline), deepcycle(thick solidline), Equatorial
Undercurrent(EUC) core(thin solidline), and isopychal surfaceof •0 = 23.5 (solidcircles).The mixedlayer
regiondefinedby hourlydata is shaded.(At times,the
depth of the EUC core cannot be unambiguouslydefined.)
ues of • calculated by using a similarity scaling,based
on the surface wind stress and buoyancy flux, which

has succeededin midlatitudes [Lombardoand Gregg,
1989]. Discrepanciesbetweenobservationsand similarity scaling have been found previously at the same
location[Peterset al., 1989;Mournet al., 1989].These
authors suggestedthat the discrepanciesmay be due
to the shear-driven turbulence generated by the mean

shearof the undercurrent.(Mean shearis not considered in this similarity scaling.) This view is supported
by the fact that the measured • exceedsthe predicted
• in the first part of the observation period when the
shearis strong but agreesbetter in the latter part of the
period when the shear has diminished. However, this
scalingignoresalso the potentially large role of surface

wavesin turbulencegenerationnear the surface[Ants
and Mourn, 1994].
In the always stratified region betweenthe nighttime
mixed layer and the penetration depth of the deep cycle

(Figure 7b), • is approximatelyas large as it is in the
mixed layer. It has been speculatedthat this turbulence
is causedby internal wavespropagating downwardfrom
the mixed layer. It has also been speculatedthat the

deepcycleis causedby shearinstabilities[Mournet al.,
1992a].
Between the bottom of the deep cycle and the core

of the undercurrent,(Figure 7c), z was a factor of 10
smaller, with no diurnal variability. In a 10-m band

centeredon the EUC core(Figure7d), • wassmalleryet,
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Figure 7. Time seriesof • averaged
overvariousdepth
ranges.(a) 15 m depthto the depthof the mixedlayer.
(Daytime valuesare not availablebecausethe mixed

layerusuallyretreatedabove15m in thedaytime.)The

scalingof Lombardoand Gregg[1989]is represented
as
a thickblackline on this panel. (b) Betweenthe nighttime mixedlayerandthe penetrationdepthof the deep
cycle.(c) Fromthe penetrationdepthof the deepcycle
to 5 m abovethe coreof the undercurrent
(the precise
depth of the bottom of this regionwas definedoper-

ationallyas 5 m abovethe •ro-- 23.5isopycnal).(d)

especiallynear the beginning of the period. Below the

A 10-m thick vertical band centered on the EUC core

EUC, to 200 m depth,• rarelyexceeded
10-s W kg-•,
with no periodicity(Figure7e).

(rr0- 23.5). (e) 5 m belowthe coreof the undercurrent
(rr0= 23.5) to 200 m.
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averagingusedby Mournand Caldwell[1985],and E•0 is
0.46, significantwell beyondthe 99% confidencelevel,
(Plate 8). It doesnot decrease
at the crestof the Kelvin 0.35.) In this averagethe Cox numberchangeslittle,
wave as X does but, rather, increasesat most depths.
but averagesover this depth range tend to be dominated by mixed-layer numbers. The turbulent heat flux
downwardfrom the mixed layer'sbaseJh (Figure 8d)
7. Effect
of the Kelvin
Wave on
showssimilarcorrelationwith E•0 (0.31) but beginsto
Turbulence
and Vertical
Fluxes
decreaserapidly at the crest of the Kelvin wave. The
dissipation of temperature variance X, averagedfrom
If we assumethat the major backgroundinfluences 20 to 100 m, also decreasesrapidly at the crest of the

diffusivity),has large valuesin the mixed layer, in the
deep cycle, and occasionally deeper in the water column

on turbulence and mixing are the energy supplied by
the local wind and the phase of the Kelvin wave, we

Kelvin

wave.

the near-surface
(20-60 m) zonalcurrentU2o-eoin the

160m decreases
(Figure9a). At the sametime,the total
shear-squared
droppedby a factorof 3 or so(Figure 9b).

Using Figure 8 for guidance, we select two periods
lookfor correlationson a plot of daily averages(Figure to compare small-scaleparameters before and after the
8). To showtemporalvariationsof the wind forcing, crest, days 315 to 330 as an example of the before-crest
the 10-m height wind power is plotted on Figure 8a. period and days 341 to 346 as an after-crest sample.
To indicate the phase of the Kelvin wave, we plotted Between the two periods the stratification in the upper
bottom. Dissipation, averagedfrom 20 to 100 m is plotted on Figure 8b. The correlation between e20-•00 and

The net effect on the Richardson number in the upper

El0 is not strong (correlationcoefficient0.26, just at 80 m is a reductionat somedepths(Figure 9c).
Comparison of e and X profiles before and after the
the 95% confidence
level), and thereis no obviouscorof the crestof the Kelvin wave(Figures9d and
relation betweene and the Kelvin wave phase. (The passage
correlation between e averagedfrom 10 to 110 m, the 9e) showsa decrease
in e in the upper60 m by a factor
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Trough

Crest

0.8 , i .... : ' i
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depthin the upper80 m (Figures10cand 10d). The

:

zonal componentremainedthe same after the crest of
the Kelvin wave as it had been during the trough. The
meridional componentwas twice as strong during the
crest.
o['"'"'""••'"""'•"•':':••'•:•••••;•;•;'""""'"'"'
.....
•""'-'---"-•'"""
'-"""'
""'""'"'-'""'"'"'•'"'"•'"'""•••••'•••••
Before the crest, turbulence had been transporting
4
•11
:
heat downward at all depths, at rates ranging from 50

o.2

W m -2 at 20 m to lessthan 10 W m -2 below 60 m. As

the crest passed,this transport weakenedbecausethe
vertical temperaturegradient weakened.At depthsbetween 30 and 80 m, the turbulenceactually transported
heat upward becauseof the temperature inversionin

this (salinity-stratified)depth range. The downward
heat flux from the mixed layer to the stratified water

/

80

:

:

below decreasedfrom 40 W m -2 to less than 10 W m -2

after the crestof the Kelvin wavepassed.(Figure8c).

8. Comparison With 1984 and 1987

'

0.5

For the three periods for which we now have intensive turbulence measurementsat 140øW on the equator,

0
06•.•

(1) November-December
1984,(2)March-April 1987,
and (3) November-December
1991, large-scalecondi-
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tions and local surfaceforcing were quite different.
1. In November-December 1984, typical November
conditions prevailed. Local wind forcing was strong

(0.07 Pa), as were instabilitywaves. In response,the
mixedlayerwasfairly deep(20-30 m), therewasa deep
cycle below the mixed layer in which the Richardson

Figure 8. Daily averages
of (a) 10-mwind power,(b) numberwas near 1/4, the deep cyclewas intense,and
e averagedbetween20 and 100 m, (c) the Cox number downward transport of heat in the 20- to 80-m depth
averagedfrom 20 to 100 m, (d) the heat flux trans- rangewasstrong(60 W m-2 downward
[Mourne! al.,
ported downward from the base of the surface mixed 1989]). Turbulencein the depth range 10-110 m was
layer, (e) X averagedbetween20 and 100 m, and (f) well correlated with the wind during a 12-day station
the zonal velocity component averaged from 20 to 60
[Mournand Caldwell,1985].
m. On day 313,the averagevalueof e was11 x 10-7
off scale. The i-m-averaged vertical heat flux was calculated for every microstructure cast. The eddy diffusivity

wascalculatedfollowingOsborn[1980],with the mixing
efficiency taken as 0.2. The vertical heat flux between
the base of the mixed layer and 5 m below it was averagedto representthe heat flux out of the surfacemixed
layer. The turbulence momentum flux was calculatedas

Jm = -KmdU/dz, the eddy viscositybeingestimated
by the dissipation method using dissipationrates and
ADCP shear averaged for 1 hour in time and 8 m in
depth.
of 2. The decreasein X was even greater, more than a
factor of 10. The Cox number increasesat most depths.

Comparing vertical transports before and after the
crest of the Kelvin wave, we seethat the estimated eddy
coefcient for momentum Km increasedby a factor of

2. In March-April 1987, the system was recovering
from an E1 Nifio and the EUC was weak. Wind forcing

wasalsoweak(0.02 Pa), asexpectedthis time of year,
and large-scalewaveswerenot present.The resultwasa

shallowmixedlayer (10-25 m), with largerRichardson
numbers below it, a weak deep cycle, and much less

verticalheattransport(10 W m-2 downward).
3. In November-December 1991, as describedherein,
an E1Nifio wasbeginning,instabilitywaveswereabsent,
and strongKelvin waveswere passingthrough the site.
Observationscommencednear the trough of a Kelvin
wave and endedjust after the crest. Local surfaceforcing waslargeasin 1984(0.07 Pa). The mixedlayerwas
evendeeperthan in 1984(30-60 m), the deepcyclewas
strongagain, and the verticalheat transportwasalmost

asstrongasin 1984(40 W m-2downward),until the
last week of observations,after the crest of the Kelvin

to lessthan10W m-2.
4 in the wholerange,to 200 m (Figure 10a). The eddy wavearrived,whenit decreased
We
speculate
as
follows:
What
is the differencebecoefficientfor massKp increasedat most depthsalso
tween
these
periods
that
causes
the
differencesin heat
(Figure 10b). The increaseof eddy coefficients
below

80 m depth at the crest of the Kelvin wave was due flux? The conditions for each are listed in Table 1.
1. For November 1984 versusNovember 1991, condito the stronger turbulence dissipationrate and weaker
shear and stratification.
tions are quite similar, if the absenceof Kelvin waves
The zonal and meridional componentsof turbulence has the same effect as the presenceof a Kelvin wave
momentum transports decreasednearly linearly with midway between its crest and trough, except that in
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Table 1. Comparison of Various Equatorial Observationsat 140øW

Wind
Instability waves
Kelvin

waves

Nov.

April

Nov.

Dec.

1984

1987

1991

1991

strong
strong

weak
weak

strong
weak

strong
weak

absent

absent

midlevel

crest

Shear
St r atific ation
Deep cycle

strong
moderate
strong

weak
strong
weak

strong
moderate
strong

weak
weak
weak

Heat flux from mixedlayer

60 W m-2

10

40

10

weaken the vertical shear, and deepenthe thermocline.
A new water masswasbroughtinto the regionin a short
time. At the same time, the core of the undercurrent
was vertically diffused and its speed was reduced. The
heat flux in thesecases.(In weakzonalflowandstrong effectsof these changeson the turbulence and mixing
tropical instability waves we might expect these waves were the following:
1. The nighttime surfacemixed layer deepenedfrom
to influenceturbulence.)
2. For November 1984 versusDecember 1991, if trop- 30 to 60 m, even though the surface wind stress and
ical instability waves are not a major influenceon heat nighttime coolingconvectiondecreased. (The mean
flux, as we "concluded"above, then the major difference wind stress before the Kelvin wave trough was 0.075
between these two periods is the Kelvin wave cresting 4- 0.007 Pa (95% confidence
limits), duringand after

1984 the tropical instability waveswere strong, whereas
in November of 1991 they were weak. The heat fluxes
were similar. We might concludethat the tropical instability waves did not profoundly affect the vertical

in December

1991. The heat flux is much smaller in De-

cember 1991. We might concludethat the cresting of
the Kelvin wave has a significantinfluencein reducing
the heat flux, even in strong winds.
3. For November 1984 versus April 1987, if the instability waves do not severely affect the heat flux, as
concludedin comparison 1, then the only differenceis
the wind. The heat flux was much larger in 1984 when
the wind was much stronger, so we could concludethat
the local wind increasesthe heat flux significantly.
The

conclusions

reached

in the house of cards con-

structed above are that the wind strengthensthe heat
flux, the Kelvin wave's crest weakensit, and tropical
instability waves do not have a dominant effect. We
advancethis argument as a working hypothesisfor future study, not as a strongly supported conclusion.
9. Conclusions

the crest of the Kelvin

wave the mean wind stress was

0.0584- 0.005Pa.) This deepening
wasprobablycaused
by the weakeningof both backgroundstratificationand
equatorial upwelling.
2. Despite the reduction of shear-squaredand strat-

ificationby a factor of 4 (Figure 9) a layerof subcritical Richardsonnumber consistentlyremained below the
surfacemixed layer, althoughits thicknessdecreasedas
the mixed layer deepened.
3. Bursts of turbulence in the deep cycle continued
to penetrate below the nighttime mixed layer, but the
thicknessof the region over which the cycle operated
decreasedas the nighttime mixed layer deepenedbecausethe cycle'spenetration depth was limited to the
regionof small Richardsonnumberabovethe undercurrent

core.

4. The turbulent kinetic energy dissipationrate • at
depths between 20 and 80 m decreasedby a factor of

about2 (1.774.0.66
x 10-7 W kg-• to 0.944-0.25
x 10-7
W kg- •). The decrease
in dissipation
couldhavebeen

Hydrography and currents at 0øN, 140øW vary on
many timescales. These are not only the diurnal and
the typical timescalesof atmosphericforcing, but also 4

causedby the weaker shear (20- to 100-m averaged
shear-squared
decreased
from 1.724.0.14x l0 -4 W kg-•
to 0.574. 0.16x l0 -4 W kg-•) andstratification
(20from 0.63 4. 0.06 x
days(presumablyequatoriallytrappedinternalgravity to 100-m averagedN 2 decreased
waves),20 days(tropicalinstabilitywaves),andlonger 10-4 s-2 to 0.234. 0.06x 10-4s-2) and/orthe weaker
(Kelvin waves).Sometimesvariabilityis dominatedby surfacewind energyand coolingconvection.(The surone or two of these, and their effectscan be seenclearly. facewindenergydecreased
from0.574. 0.10W m-2 to
For example, in November 1984 the deep cycle part of
the diurnal signalwasstrong,whereasin April 1987the
deep cyclewas weakerby a factor of 2 [Peters e! al.,
1994]. In the borealfall of 1990the tropicalinstability
waveswere strong, whereason the cruisesdescribedin
this paper the waves were weak. In the period of the
1991, 38-day station the effects of phenomena at the
various periods of variability were of the same order,
making the separation of their effectsdifficult.
The effect of the cresting Kelvin wave at the 140øW
site on the near-surface water was to increasethe SST,

0.364. 0.13W m-•.) Below100m, • increased.
5. The turbulent thermal dissipationrate X decreased
between 40 and 160 m by more than an order of magni-

tude(from5.24.0.5x 10-s øC•s-• to 0.34.0.03x l0-s
6. The Cox number increasedat most depths.
7.

The vertical

heat flux downward

from the base

of the mixed layer decreasedfrom approximately 40

W m-2 (days1-31 averageis 43 4. 5) to lessthan 10
W m-2 on the final day. This heat flux decreasedin
spite of the increasein turbulent diffusivity becauseof
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the decrease
in verticaltemperaturegradient(to near
zeroat thesedepths).
If a decrease in downward

heat flux simultaneous

with

the passageof the downwellingKelvin wavefront is typical at the onsetof an E1 Nifio, it couldexplain the rapid
SST increase seen at the onset. The decrease in downward turbulent heat flux would warm the surface water

much more quickly than could the advection of warm
waters
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In fact, the changein downward turbulent heat flux
during the passageof the Kelvin wave was similar in
magnitude to the horizontal advection,i.e.,

Qturb"'•P•p tltVxh
where Qturb is the changein vertical turbulent trans-

portastheKelvinwavepassed
(30W m-2), pCpisthe
specific
heatperunitvolume(4.18x 106J øC-t m-a),
u• is the changein westwardcurrentassociated
with the

Kelvinwave(0.5 m s-t), Tx is the zonaltemperature
gradientassociated
with thewave(10-6 øCm-t), and
h is the depth of the surfacelayer (30 m).
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